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This paper concerns the response of a single-layered stranded cable of helical wires with wires-to-core contact under
constant curvature constrained bending. The stranded cable under static-loading conditions experiences any combination of
tension, torsion and bending. A linear elastic model for helical wire stranded cable running over a drum has been derived
by using the thin rod theory. The stiffness matrix has been developed and the relations are presented for axial, torsional
and flexural rigidities and for coupling parameters. The present work emphasises the contribution of the effect of the drum
on the cable together with the coupling of tension, torsion and bending of the stranded cable.

NOMENCLATURE

C1Cc: Shear modulus of wire and core

E1Ec: Young’s modulus of wire and core

Fa1Mt1Mb: Strand Axial force, twisting and bending moments

h1h0: Final and initial height of wire for 1 pitch

I1 Ic: Moment of inertia of wire and core

J 1 Jc: Polar moment of inertia of wire and core

l1 l0: Final and initial length of wire for 1 pitch

m: Number of wires in layer

r1 r0: Final and initial helix radius

S: Distributed forces from centre of core

�r1�l: Change in helix radius and change in length

�1�0: Final and initial helix angle

�1�0: Final and initial swept angle of helical wire

��1��: Change in helix angle and change in swept angle

�w4axial5: Axial strain of helical wire during axial loading

�w4pure bending5: Axial strain of wire during axial pure bending

�: Axial strain of strand

��/h: Angle of twist per unit length of strand

1/�: Curvature of strand

�: Position angle of helical wires in a strand

�: Friction between drum and strand

N1N1T : Forces of helical wire in normal, bi-normal and
axial directions

G1G′1H : Moments of helical wire in normal, bi-normal and
axial directions

X1Y 1Z: Distributed forces of helical wire in normal,
bi-normal and axial directions

K1K ′1ä: Distributed forces of helical wire in normal,
bi-normal and axial directions

�01 �
′
01 �0: Helical wire curvatures and twist in normal,

bi-normal and axial directions before bending

�11 �
′
11 �1: Helical wire curvatures and twist in normal,

bi-normal and axial directions after bending
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ã�1ã�′1ã� : Change in helical wire curvatures twist in normal,
bi-normal and axial directions

INTRODUCTION

Helically wound strands have numerous engineering applica-
tions. Each strand of a wire rope consists of a central core as a
straight wire surrounded by a number of wires wound helically in
a single layer or a multilayer. In practical applications, stranded
cables often impose some transverse loading or curvature, such as
ropes running over a sheave and drum, wind-induced transverse
vibration of conductors, etc. They are classified as free bending,
as in vibrating cables and constrained bending, as in the case of
cable running over the drum, or in the case of cable bent on a pul-
ley. Although cables have been used for many centuries, theoret-
ical models for bending of helically wrapped cables are few and
relatively recent. Costello and Butson (1982) proposed a model
for cable free bending (including twisting) based on Love’s (1944)
equations of equilibrium of a thin rod model. Lanteigne (1985)
added wire bending with the wire axial force for determination
of the cable’s bending moment. Knapp (1988) also derived the
wire curvatures and twist for a kinematic model of a cable bent
in a planer circular arc. LeClair and Costello (1988) considered
the wire bending and twisting together with the wire forces but
the final solution, in their own words, was “difficult to accept”
due to very low wire axial force. Sathikh et al. (1996) arrived at
a symmetrical linear elastic model for helical wire strands under
axisymmetric loads. The origin of lack of symmetry was identi-
fied and an exact generalised strain was developed using Wemp-
ner’s (1973) theory. Sathikh et al. (2000) predicted the response of
the stranded cable considering the wire stretch effect for pure and
constant curvature bending. The present work includes the effect
of the response due to bending when the stranded cable is sub-
jected to constant curvature constrained bending. The approach of
Sathikh et al. (1996, 2000) is used as a basis, and the formula-
tions are extended for constrained bending.

ASSUMPTIONS AND METHOD OF APPROACH

For developing the new thin rod model, a simple strand with
a core wire and 1 layer of 6 wires with a core-wire type contact
is deliberately chosen for comparison with the models consid-
ered in the literature. The contacts are assumed to be in unlim-
ited coulomb friction. As the cable runs over a drum or pulley, it
undergoes constant curvature bending. The values of deformation,




